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Cite Unseen:
Distortions of the Allport and Postman Rumor Study in
the Eyewitness TestimonyLiterature*
Molly Treadway and Michael McCloskeyt

In the psychological literature on eyewitness testimony, the classic Allport and Postman (1945, 1947)
study of rumor has consistently been described inaccurately. In the inaccurate accounts both the
procedures and implications of the study have been substantially distorted. The erroneous descriptions have found their way into the legal literature, apparently as the results of legal scholars' reliance
on the inaccurate secondary reports in the psychological literature. Furthermore, psychologists testifying as experts in court have offered inaccurate accounts of the study in support of contentions about
effects of prejudice on eyewitness perception. This note contrasts the actual methods and results of
the Allport and Postman study with the descriptions in the eyewitness testimony literature, with the
aims of averting future errors concerning the study, and of emphasizing the importance of consulting
original sources and reading them carefully.

One of the most active areas at the interface of law and psychology is that of
eyewitness perception and memory. This activity is reflected in a large and
growing collection of monographs and review articles in which psychologists
summarizeand interpretthe available research (e.g., Ellison & Buckhout, 1981;
Loftus, 1979;Penrod, Loftus, & Winkler,1982;Shepherd,Ellis, & Davies, 1982;
Yarmey, 1979).
Perhapsunderstandably,psychologists who are discussing a large numberof
studies may not read all of the originalreports carefully,and may even rely upon
secondary sources for accounts of some. Althoughusually harmless, these practices carry certain risks. An author who fails to read the original report of a study
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carefully may introduce an inaccurateaccount into the scientific literature. Subsequent authors who rely upon this secondary account instead of consulting the
originalreportmay disseminatethe initialerrorthroughtheir own writings. If this
process continues, the inaccurateaccount may spread throughoutthe literature,
perhaps becoming even more and more distorted as it is increasingly removed
from the originalreport.
In this note we discuss an erroneous account of a classic study, an account
that has come to be widely accepted in the field of eyewitness research. Our aims
are to avert future errorsconcerningthis study, and to emphasize the importance
of consulting originalreports and readingthem carefully.
In the mid-1940s, Allport and Postman reported a study of rumor,in which
they examined how a story changes as it is passed from person to person (Allport
& Postman, 1945, 1947).In "thirty-odd"experimentswith subjects from "a wide
variety of groups," the following standardprocedurewas used:
Out of a college class or forumaudience,a groupof people-usually six or sevenare selected (ordinarilyvolunteersbeing used). They are asked to leave the room. It is
not customaryto tell them that the experimentpertainsto rumor... They are told only
that they must listen carefullyto what they will hear when they returnto the room and
repeat what they have heard "as exactly as possible."
When the subjects have left the room, a slide depictingsome detailed situationis
thrown on the screen and some member of the audience is assigned the task of describing it (while looking at it) to the first subject. He is requested to include about
twenty details in his description.
After the initialdescriptionof the picturea memberof the groupof subjectsis called
back into the room and is placed in a position where he cannot see the pictureon the
projectionscreen althougheveryone else in the room can see it . . . The first subject
listens to the "eyewitness" account given him by the selected memberof the audience
or by the experimenter.
A second subjectis called into the room, takinghis positionbeside the first subject.
Both are unableto see the screen. The first subjectthen repeatsas accuratelyas he can
what he has heard about the scene (still visible to the audience on the screen) . . . A
third subject then takes his position next to the second and listens to his report.
This procedurecontinuesin the same manneruntil the last subjecthas repeatedthe
story he has heard, and taken his seat (usually amidst laughter)to compare his final
version with the originalon the screen (excerptedfrom Allport & Postman, 1947:pp.
65-67).

Allport and Postman found that the description of the scene often changed
dramaticallyas it was passed from person to person. One particularlyinteresting
result concerns the scene shown in Figure 1, in which a white man holding a
straightrazor is apparentlyconfrontinga black man on a subway car. Allport and
Postman(1945, 1947)found that in over half of the experimentsusing this picture,
at some stage in the series of reports the black man (ratherthan the white man)
was said to hold the razor in his hand (Allport& Postman, 1947:p. 111).
In the psychological literatureon eyewitness testimony, this finding has repeatedly been described inaccurately,and has often been cited as evidence for
conclusions that are widely discrepantfrom those drawnby Allportand Postman.
Some accounts contain only minor inaccuracies. For example, Loftus (1979)
states that the first subject in the chain viewed the picture briefly and then described it, when in fact the initialsubject describedthe picturewhile looking at it.
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Loftus also indicates that in over half of the experimentswith the subway scene
the last subject in the chain reports that the black man holds the razor, when in
fact Allport and Postman report merely that for over half of the six- to sevenperson chains the black man is said to hold the razor at some point in the chain.
In contrast to these relatively minor inaccuracies, other accounts of the Allport and Postman study include majorerrorsthat distort the purpose and implications of the study (e.g., Buckhout, 1974;Ellison & Buckhout, 1981;Luce, 1977;
Marshall, 1980;Yarmey,1979).For example, Buckhout(1974)gives the following
description of the study:
In a classic study of this phenomenonGordonW. Allportof Harvardhad his subjects
take a brief look at a drawingof several people on a subway train, includinga seated
black man and a white man standingwith a razor in his hand ... After a brief look at a
drawingsuch as this one, half of the observers reporthaving seen the razor, a stereotyped symbol of violence in blacks, in the black man's hand. (Buckhout, 1974:p. 26)

Yarmey(1979)offers a similaraccount:
In a classical study by Allportand Postman(1945), subjects were shown a pictureof a
white man holdinga razor while arguingwith a black man. Of the subjects questioned,
50%later rememberedthe black man as holdingthe razor.(Yarmey,1979:pp. 79-80)

The usual conclusion drawn by authors describing the study in this way is
that expectations based on prejudicesor stereotypes concerningthe association
between race and criminalitylead subjects who view the scene to "see" the razor
in the hand of the black man (e.g., Buckhout, 1974). Marshall,for example, concludes from the inaccurate account of the study that "People . . . have a need to

see in terms of their expectations which in turn may be cued by their biases and
stereotypes" (Marshall, 1980:p. 56).
There are several obvious inaccuraciesin the Buckhoutand Yarmeydescriptions of the Allportand Postmanstudy. The most blatanterroris that both writers
imply that subjects who actually viewed the picture mistakenlyreportedthat the
razor was held by the black man. In the actual study, however, only the first
subject in the chain saw the picture. Because the initial subject described the
picture in detail while looking at it, it is unlikely that this subject misplaced the
razor in his or her description. Presumably,the subjects who made the razor-shift
error were subjects later in the chain, who never saw the picture, but only heard
the description given by the immediatelypreceding subject. The design and results of the Allport and Postmanstudy are similarto a "telephone game" played
by children,wherein a phrase or story becomes changedas it is passed from child
Even this conclusionis not at all clear. It is conceivablethat the erroroccurredfor reasonsunrelated
to such biases. Allportand Postman'sstudies did not includea controlconditionin which the razor
was originally in the hand of the black man, so it is not known whether the razor would have
"shifted" from a blackman to a white manin subsequentdescriptionsas often as it did froma white
man to a black man. Pilot work that we have conductedusing the Allportand Postmanprocedure
indicatesthat manydifferentobjects in the scene (e.g., a hat, a newspaper)tend to "migrate"as the
description is passed from subject to subject. Thus, the razor-shifterror reportedin the original
study may reflect simple memoryfailuresnot involvingstereotypicalexpectations.
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to child. Although subjects may have been influencedin some way by prejudicial
expectations when they wrongly reportedthat the black man held the razor,1the
actual Allport and Postman finding does not demonstrate misperception of the
scene, and is certainlyfar less dramaticthan the "result" describedby Buckhout,
Yarmey,and others. Fiction, in this instance, is strangerthan truth.
The inaccurate description and interpretationof the Allport and Postman
study has appearednot only in the psychologicalliterature,but also in law review
articles and legal handbooks (e.g., Johnson, 1984, 1985; Sannito & McGovern,
1985; Taylor, 1982; Woocher, 1977). For example, Woocher (1977) offered the
following description of the study in his StanfordLaw Review article on eyewitness testimony:
In a classic experimenton the effects of social prejudiceon perceptions,psychologists
showed subjects a pictureof several people on a subway train, includinga white man
holding an open razor and apparentlyarguingwith a black man standingnext to him.
When asked to describe what they had seen, over half the subjects reportedthat the
black man was brandishingthe razor(Woocher,1977:p. 981).

The Allport and Postman study has also found its way into the courtroom,
where psychologists testifying as expert witnesses have used the erroneous description to supporttheir contentions about effects of biases and expectations on
eyewitnesses' perceptions of persons or events. The following is an excerpt from
a psychologist's in-court testimony:
This is a copy of a line drawingthat was used in a lot of researchback about 40
years ago . . . This was flashed very quickly at people like that, people who have a
variety of racial orientations, to people who were very prejudicedand people who
weren't very prejudicedand people who weren't prejudicedat all, and they reported
seeing differentthings.
The moderatelyprejudicedpeople often wouldreportseeing a blackman with a gun
in his handthreateninga white man. As you can see studyingit for a long periodof time
there is no gun there at all. It's just a handwith index fingerpointedtowardthe ground.
Some of the more extremelyraciallyprejudicedpeople reportedseeing a blackman
with an open straightrazorin his handthreateninga white man. And as a matterof fact
you can see the open straightrazorin the hand of the white man.
So once againour expectations-our attitudesare strongdeterminantsof what our
perceptionis (Shomer,testifyingin People v. Marsh, 1984).

Ironically, the reportingof the Allport and Postman study in the psychological and legal literatureon eyewitness testimony, and in expert psychological testimony, seems to reflect exactly the phenomenonthat Allport and Postmanwere
studying. The account of the study has changed substantiallyas it has been transmitted from one psychologist to another, and ultimately to legal scholars, attorneys, judges, andjuries. It is difficultto determineexactly how the inaccurate
account of the study developed and spread. However, it is evident that the erroneous accounts have been passed from author to author, because later sources
often repeat not only the general misrepresentationbut also the very specific
errors of an earlier source. For example, Buckhout's (1974)discussion indicated
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that the black man in the picture was seated, althoughin fact he is standing.This
error, as well as several others, is echoed in Luce's (1977) account:
A classic experimentin psychology also illustratesthe effects of expectancy and personal biases of the observer. PsychologistGordonW. Allportof Harvardhad subjects
view a drawingof severalpeople on a subwaytrain,includinga white man standingwith
a razorin his handand a black man seated amongthe other passengers.Fifty percentof
the observers reported later that the razor was in the hand of the black man (Luce,
1977:p. 6).

Similarly,Woocher(1977)cited the Allport and Postman(1947)study inaccurately, giving an incorrect year (1965) and page number(75). These same errors
appear in a footnote in Johnson's (1984)later CornellLaw Review article:
G. ALLPORT& L. POSTMAN,THE PSYCHOLOGYOF RUMOR75 (1965).Allport
showed subjects a picture of several people on a subway car, includinga white man
holding a razor and apparentlyarguingwith a black man. Over half of the subjects
reportedthat the black man held the razor. (Johnson, 1984:p. 950)

In the accompanyingtext Johnson draws a very strong conclusion from the mischaracterizedstudy:
As Allport first reportedin 1965, white witnesses expect to see black criminals.This
expectation is so strong that whites may observe an interracialscene in which a white
person is the aggressor,yet rememberthe blackpersonas the aggressor.(Johnson,1984:
p. 950)

Thus, psychologists, legal scholars, and expert witnesses have unwittingly
replicatedthe Allport and Postmanstudy of rumorin their reportingof the study.

CONCLUSION
Cursory readings of originalreports and reliance on secondary sources may
have serious consequences. The first can lead to the introductionof an erroneous
account of a study into a scientific literature, and the second can result in the
propagationof this account throughoutthe literature,where it may become even
more distortedas it is passed from writerto writer.Erroneousaccounts of studies
are not confined to the area of eyewitness testimony; they undoubtedly can be
found in many other areas as well (see, e.g., Loftus, 1974). In certain instances,
as with the Allport and Postman (1945, 1947) study, an inaccurate account can
gain wide acceptance. It is thus the scientist's reponsibility to read primary
sources carefully and not to rely on secondary sources, particularlywhen writing
for, or testifying before, an audience that may include attorneys,judges, jurors,
and others who do not have ready access to the originalsources.
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